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per blade; also when replacjng the stunt
box it is imperative that it re-engage the
lever again.

Modifying the Model 28 Teletype
PART 4
Los

-

The STUNT BOX

Irvin M. Hoff,W6FFC
12130 Foothill Lone
Altos Hills, Colif. 94022

that section
typing unit.

Now just below the stripper blade at
each end you will see two bolts. At each

THE STt:l\T BOX

Set the typing unit on a piece of news
paper, then turn it around so the rear
faces you. Remove the paper roll if you have
not already done so. About the bottom of

1�· 110 much to cover, hOWI.;'Yl?l', that we

where the poper had been, you wlllue (on

If you have wondered why this unit is

them) a six-sided rod about the size of a

This is possibly the section that u great
many of you have been waiting for. There
shalt have to do it in bits and pieces.
called the

"stunt box" you will better

understand after we have shown you how
to remove it. Since this mechanical mar
vel enables t he operator to nccornplish
a grent variety· of features (Ot' "stunts")
it became known as the •·stunt box". An

excellent booklet going into elementary de
tail of the stunt box was available for free
from the Teletype Corporation until re

cently,

but unfortunately they no longer

print the booklet. \Ve shall therefore, hctve

to try to describe the action of the various

pttrts through a few simple photographs.
The 216B manual on '·Description and

Principles of Operation" has some modest
but information drawings of the stunt box
in Section 573-115-100 on pages 33-37.

It would probably be easier to discuss
the stunt box and components in it if we
were to first have a look at it.
R EMtJVU\G THE STV!I:T BOX

most

of the

m:lChines,

ptobably all

of

wooden pencil that runs between the left

and right fram members (that supported
the paper roll.) There is a bolt on each
end holding this rod to those frame m�m
bers. Get a small bowl or box to put these
parts in, otherwise you'll surely knock
them on the floor sooner-or-later and per

haps lose them. Remove the bolt at either
end of that rod, then pull the rod out and
lay aside.
Now looking slightly ahead of where this
rod was, we see another one, only this one
is round and smaller in diameter -- about
an inch ahead of the one we just removed.
This rod is part of the stunt box (operates
the "stripper blade") and will not be re

moved, but there are some things attached
to it which have to be disconne.cted. At the
left end of this rod, about one and three

quarters inches from the left frame, there
is a connection to this rod that goes to the
main shaft below and operates the rod as

The stunt box is located at the rear of the motor turns the gears. There is a bolt
and retaining ring ( "C" ring) that holds

the typing unit, directly below where the

roll of paper sits. Fig. 7 shows the unit this piece to the shift. Remove the ring
and the bolt. :No.v the rod is free from the

rem•wed, just as it would be pulled out of

the machine, with the rear part facing you, coupling, which may be pushed to one side
as well as the rear of the typipg unit. Fig. to disengage it from the arm that goes to
8 is approximately the Sctme thing, but the main shaft -- this arm then will drop
with the stunt box swung around to show down out of the way (depending upon wheth
the "business end" that plugs into the typ er the main shaft below has been rotated
ing unit. Fig. 9 probably is a poor photo far enough).

Directly ahead of this rod we have been
graph, but shows the stunt box in my par
ticular 28ASR, which is "loaded" and has working on is the "stripper blade". It
all 42 slots being used for various pur looks a li�tle like a household "ruler" that
poses. This is getting ahead of the story,

you use to measure lengths up to one foot

No.v to get o.1 w!th taking it out of the

the pawl on the line feed slot. Look at the

but figs. 8 and 9 show the two extremes width. About one-half inch from the right
between a "minimum loading" and a side you will see a piece that has been adied
to the stripper blade. This "strips off"
"full house" loading.

machine as shown in Figs. 7 and 8. First,
remove the typing unit from the keyboard
base. We have discussed this before, if you
need a review, see Article 3 where we

bottom of that added piece and you will see

a hook that engages a small lever that pro
jects through the hook. Keep this in mind,

as this hook can get caught when trying to
were talking about the keylevers -- under remove the stunt box (or replace it) unless
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er away from the center of the machine
than the other. It is this "lower" bolt at
each end that holds the stunt box in the

machine. Remove this "lower" bolt from
each side, and nt.)W the stu:1t box is ready
to be pulled out. Before you do so, note

that the electrical wiring along the top of

the stunt box is held from getting in the
road of the paper by a small metal arm

along the left frame member. Loosen that
arm, swing it down a bit, free the electri
cal wi.res, and then put the arm back where

�
Slot
Slot

Slot
·Slot

Slot
Slot
Slot

"Space"

2 - "Figures"
3 - "Letters"
5 - "Carriage Return"
22 - "Blank"
28 - ''Blank", upper-case''
29 - "H, upper-case "

Slot 30 - "S, upper-case print-only"
Slot 35 - "Blank"
Slot 36 - "Blank"
Slot 38 - "Line Feed"
Slot 40 - "Line Feed, print-only"

Now to explain. Slot 1 (space) is the
"downshift-on-space" system. When a
space is typed, it will pull a "shift-fork"

on the top part of the stunt box which in
turn operates the bottom code bar and puts

you back into lower-case, if you w'"re in
it was. Now pull the stunt box out. When up;:>er-case. All the M::luse machines have
you have removed the two "lower" bolts, this feature. About the middle of the top
usually the stunt box "pops out" aboul a part of the stunt box at slot one is a bolt
quarter-inch from the spring tension on the and locking nut. If this bolt is run "down"
function bars. If it has not already "popped into the top of the stunt box, it causes the
free", tug a little at either end oi the rod front of the function pawl in slot 1 to tilt
ahead of the stripper blade, or rotate the dvwn, causing the re ar pe�rt to raise (Front
mB.in shaft below a revolution.
in this case being toward the "business
You can now slide the stunt box out,
end" of the stunt box, rear being toward
noting that It has grooves at either end to
the stripper blade and rod.) If the function
assist in this. At the right end, make sure
pawl is raised, it disables the "d::>wnshift
that little ''added piece" on the stripper
on-space" feature. Under rare circum-·
blade is high enough to clear the bracket
stances you may want to disable this fea
where you removed that "lower" bolt,
ture, as for copying certain commercial
otherwise you will be unable to pull it out
stations, but in general it is a most valu
any further. You will also perhaps need to
able feature and you would want to run the
rotate the main shaft· somewhat so that the
bolt out to where it does not interfere with
arm that hooked to the rod clears the bot
the operation of the function pawl.
tom of the stunt box.
Slot 2 operates a slide on thetop which
Although this has been q11ite d·�tailed in
pulls the shift fork the other way, causing
an unscientific manner, you will appreciate
the bottom code bar to go to "upper-case"
these h'ints for the first attempt. After that
and slot 2 also suppresses spacing during
of course, it immediately becomes a very
operation of "Figures" characters. Slot
simple job. Those reading this information
3 pulls the same lever that slot 1 can op
who have already removed the stunt box a
erate, and moves the shift fork to' 'lower
few times will find this section to;; elemen
case". Slot 3 also suppresses spacing.
tary to be oZ any interest. But when work
Slot 5 OtJerates a slide on the m3in
ing with a machine whose new cost was
frame of the typing unit just below the
around $1,200, a person finds even the
stunt box, which mechanically trips the
most simple detail of great interest.
carriage return mechanism. It also sup
The end of the stunt box that has the
presses spacing.
electrical wires connected is the "be
Slot 22 has only one purpose, it sup
ginning" end, and the slots are numbered
presses spacing on "blank" c:qaracters, or
starting at this end.
daring "otJen loop" configuration as when
TYPICAL SLOTS
holding the "break key" down.
• The ''repaired'' mouse machines should
Slqt 28 and 29 w::>rk together. If you get
all have a common stunt box arrangement.
an "upper-case blank" slot 28 works, and
I think the non-repaired will all be identi
latches up for one slot, so if immediately
cal except for a 1'Z" instead of an '.'H"
followed by an "H" (or "2" on some mach
on the motor-stop set-up as discussed in
ines) it will then complete the switch
a,rticle 3.
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charae:. ""(or an open .... cuit)it wlll actl
vate a slide on the main frame under the
stunt box and mechanically lock the key�
board so you cannot type on it. This fea

ture !s

A

Fig. 7 Showing a stunt box as pulled out
of the rear of the typing unit.
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Fig. 8 Same stunt box showing the front
side. The function bars are visible
sticking out the front plate.
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Fig. 9 A com?letely "loaded" stunt box

using all 42 slots as used at W6FFC
in the main 2SASR.
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***

THE REMAIN I, . ..1 SLOTS
We had two slots to go before getting
side-tracked about the sequential slots.

Slot 38 has a "line feed" function bar in
it whose only purpose is so suppress spac
ing for a line feed character. Slot 40 has a
"line feed" function bar also, but responds
only during "print". This is for "Sel-cal"
action so that if in "non-print" you do not
turn up a new line feed each time one is
called for.

You will prot)ably wonder why it is not

possible to suppl'ess spacing with slot 40

instead of having to add s.lot 38 for that

vented the first slot from working rather
th'ln the slot that actually performs the
function. We'll recommend you thus tie up
slots 28 and 35 to prevent motor-stop and
keyboard lock.

Slot 40 actually operates the slide .vh ich
trips off the line feed clutch. This is a
"3-stop" clutch. That is, it COl:LD BE
operated 3 ti!rjes while the others are
operated once. (The "spacing clutch" is
also a 3-stop.all the others are ''1-stop".
The reason the line feed clutch is a
"3 -stop" is to enable it to turn up two
lines if desired rather than one. Many
commercial installations such as radio
stations, TV news departments, etc. pre
fer to double-space ;1!1 incom'ng text auto
matically. The function pawl on the slot 40
is tripped oif not by the main stripper
blade but by the "added piece" we men
tioned previously, so that it could be oper
ated several times for double lir.e-feeds.
Anyway, to insure proper spacing sup
pression for line feed, we do it in "some
other slot", namely slot 38 in this c:.tse.

TYING UP FUNCTION PAWLS
This was discussed in Article 3 under
"mo�_or stop". We suggest if any of the
pawls are now tied up (or if you are using
an intentionally disabled downshift-on
space system in slot 1) you temporarily
now put these slots back to normal. Here's
the reason. When the function pawls are
tied up, the function bars are free to slip
out of the stunt box if it is tilted, and in
any event the springs on the function bars
will attempt to puH them out of the box.
This makes it very awkward to replace the
stunt box properly, even when you know
what you are doing. By lowering the function
p·1wls to normal p::>sition on such slots as
1, 28, 29, 35, and 36, then the function
bars associated with those slots will be
kept from slipping out of position, and
returning the stunt box to the typing unit
will be a simple job. Otherwise, even ex
perts would have a most difficult problem
without using special tricks of some sort.
Those slots are easily enough tied back
up to their "inactive" position once you get
the stunt box back in the typing unit. This
is a most important and useful hint, so do
not overlook it! You will also find on many
machines a small bracket on the top ofthe
stunt box adjacent to slots 28(may be par
tially hidden by the switch block) and 35.
These little metal brackets are for the pur

above slot 23 and this will activate the
"Motor-stop" relay. Slots 28 and 29 are
called "sequential" since 29 cannot w9rk
unless 28 has been selected immediately
prior.
Slot 30 is the "bell" and works from pose of holding up the function pawl auto
an "upper-case S". The bar is also coded matically. I suggest you do not use them,
for "print only" which has to do with selec but instead just "tie up" the function PftW
tive call-up (Selcal) so the bell won't ring via a piece of string or small wire to the
if you are in "non-print".
channel iron that holds the electrical wires.
Slots 35 and 36 are also "sequential" There are also special clips for the pur
so if you get two consecutive "blank" pose which resemble bent paper clips.
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pair" of slots, you will see it would actu

ally give less wear and tear if you pre
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no particular value on radio
and may be disabled by tying up

of

circuits
the function pawl on slot 35. This was dis
cussed in Article 3, relative to the "motor
stop" on slots 28 and 29. For simplifica
tion (in Article 3) we suggested typing up
the function pawl "in the slot adjacent to
the bell slot". That would be slot 29. How
' ever, now that you understand a " sequential

t,
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purpose. It's a very interesting situation.

REQU IR ED

SLOTS

Assum:ng you want to later add "auto

�

'1 bell if somebody unexhave it
pectedly �ends "BK", and many other l
things which you may wish to do.l\ow let's
show -you how to install "non-overline in
your machine in a few seconds and at no
expense.

ADDI!\G .'.JOf\-OVERLll\E

On

:.t

'"normal" Teletype machine, if

someone accidently

hits

the

"Carriage

Return" character, of course the carriage
comes back, but will not turn up a new line.
Thu$ it is easily possiole to retype over

the same material a

second (<:a' moi•e!)

times. This is called· 'o.rer�lining", and of
course is more than slightly annoying, as it

not only wipes out what you have printed

previously, but also destroys what is now
being printed.
Fortunately the 28-series of Teletype
equipment adapts immediately to ''ncli1o·<erline protection", and without U3e of
ne-.v parts. The system requires almost no
effort 'to incorporate and can be changed
back in a few seconds to "factory stock"
anytime the stunt box is removed from the
typing unit.
In the case of the "mouse" machines,
merely exchange the function b·u·s in slots

5 '1nd 33. Th.1t's absolutely all there is to
it! The function bar is the item with the

various "teeth" (tynes) that sticks out the
front (business end) of the stunt bOx. To
remove a function bar, unhook the spring
on the bottom side of the stunt- box, and

m'crely pull the function bar o•..1l. It will
probably catch on the hook of the function,
Jnwl at the rear of the stunt box, in this

case, merely take your finger and hold up
CR-LF", we m·1st use seven specific slots the function pawl for that particular slot
and 2-3 others of those remaining.
and at the same time pull the function be1r

1 - Space -- for downshift on space O'..lt.
If you are reading this series of arti
2 - Figures -- for upper-case
cles and do not have a "Mouse" machine,
3 - Letters -- for lower-case

Slot
Slot
Slot

it is simple enough to find the proper func

Slot 4 - Auto CR
Slo't 5 - Carriage Return
Slot 39 - Auto LF

Slot
Slot
Slot
Slot

tion bars. Prior to removing the stunt box,

40 - Line Feed
"A" Bell -- upper-case S
"B" Suppress spacing for line feed
"C" Suppress spacing for blank

Thus we have pretty much committed

10 of the 42 slots. This leaves 32 more

that • you can do all sorts of fancy things

with, such as "Sel-cal", excess line feed
prevention,
tion,

excess bell-ringing preven

autom•1tic station control,

control,

remote

automatic T.D. control, have it

ring a bell in the house or shack if some

body mentions your name or call letters,

12
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do this:

1. Remove the roll of paper

2. With the motor running peer -at the top
of the stunt box.

3. Hit the "cc�rriage return'' key -- some
slot should sh::>;v activity -- probably
slot 5, starting your count at the right
end of the stunt box as you look in
while standing in front of the machine.
Remember this slot number.

4. Now hit the "line feed" key. Twoslots
should show
doubt, and

some

:>ome

activity. Slot 40

no

::>ther slot somewhere,

probably (but not necessarily) slot 38.

5. Leave slot 40 alone, but exchange the

R TTY JOUKNAL
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other two you found
stunt box.

,.-..

�·
a

�place the

they tie . _,everal slotb • JU may need fOr
other things. Later in the year we may
mention some of them for their interest

WHY NON-OVERLINE WORKS

ing application of stunt box potential.

We hnve now plaoed ll11llne feed" funo..
tlon bar in slot 5. This also suppresses

REPLACING

spacing for line feed characters. We have.
now put the original "carriage return"
function bar in the "other slot". Thus all
It now does is supp1·ess spacing for "oar.
rlage return" characters.
Thus when a "carriage return" char-

acters Is typed or reoeivtJd, nothing at all

tHE StUNT BOX

If you now have the "non-overline" fea
ture added (or for some reason decided
you didn't have any need for it) you are
ready to replace the stunt box. We have not
installed "auto CR-LF" parts as yet,
we'll get into that a little later in the ser
'

lcs as l'ight now we art� trying to give you

happens, and the cal'riage really does not

the "feel" of the stunt box and don't want

come back at all, like it once did. On the
other hand, now when a ''line feed" character is received or typed, this will return
the carriage via slot 5 and turn up a new
line via slot 40. Thus we have eliminated
the possibility of an erroneous carriage return wiping out previous material via
"over-lining", and now the machine acts
more like a normal typewriter insofar as
we get carriage return and line feed con-

to rush things too fast.
Make sure none of the function pawls
are tied up or held up via the little metal
brackets we talked about. P e er under the
stunt box and make certain all the springs
are hooked properly to the function bars.
Now note that on either side of the stunt
box is a little guide to go in the "rails"
to help put it back in the typing unit. There
are only three things to particularly watch
as you slide it back in.
1) The "arm" from the main shaft below
might get in the way of the leading
edge of the stunt box, so be careful
to keep it ou: o: the way.
2) As you get a little further in, make

currently.
The 28 machine gets back so rapidly
to the beginning of a line it is not necessary
to type some "non-printing" character
(such as a "letters") following the line
feed, but it is still standard practice >1nd
always has been. Even at 100 speed, the

unit should "get back in time" if properly
adjusted. Perhaps normal "end-of-line"
sequence should be reviewed as many people apparently are not aware of customary routine in this respect:
1. CR
2. CH

sure the hook on the bottom of the
"added piece" of the stripper blade
clears the bracket tbat holds the right
side of the stunt box, and then as you
get further in, make sure this hook engages its lever properly.
3) The "shift fork" at the top left of the
stunt box (we are at the rear of the
unit, and "left" corresponds with slot
1, etc.) must engage the shaft in the
typing unit properly. Y»u may take a
screwdriver and tap the "U" slot in
the shift fork so it will properly engage, if necessary.
.
.
.
When you get �tthm a �uarter-mch or
so of all the way m, you Will meet sudden
ron
· norma1 , as the funct·
rest· s tance. 1'h"
. rs 1s
.
.
bars are
. sprmg-loaded an� res1st th1s fmal
short drst. ance If everythmg else appears
:
n?rmal, JUst gt ve a qUI. ck push at each .end
.
or the stunt box and 1t should sn�p mto
place. It may be necessary to hold rt there
·
·
Wl111 e you msta11 the two "1 ower" boIts

3. LF
4. LTHS
.
.
It may feel awkwurd for awhtle to h1t
the "CH" key and have nothing at all happen, but the delightful improvement in copy
will make it most worthwhile.
Before leaving the subject of nonoverline, let me say that there are many
which you can use as well.
0ther systerns
·
It should be obvious that none of them
could approach the simplicity of this systern where you merely exchange two items
in the stunt box that are easy to get at.
The other systems require moderately
e1 aborate slot components ' some special
parts • and rely completely for normal
t o hold 1· t I· n Pl ace.
operation up·:>n the receptio.1 of "CR"
Then hook up the main shaft "arm" to
and "LF" in their proper sequence. Some
the coupler on. the rod at the rear of the
.
of these systems are fascinating to install
u t
. d mstall �he lockmg bolt �nd
ox . an
or decipher, but in general you would find � �,
,
C Ietammg nng agam. Put the electncal
them costly, inferior in performance to
this ultra-simple system, and worst of all,
Continued on page 18
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Armed ·J:?orces Day
The annual Armed Foroee Oily Com·
mwn1oatton Tests will be held on May
16, 1970.
QSL cards for RT1 Y contacts may be
obtained from any or all of the Armed
Forces stations in opera tion.
QSLs wm not be acknowledged from
SWL stations but they may copy the of

ficial Mostmge text and a oertlf!cate wll l
be awarded for perfect copy as well as

from licensed amateurs.
Military radio stations W.<\R, NSS,
NPG and AIR will be on the air from
16/1400 GMT to 17/0245 GMT. During
this tes t of crossband operations, the
military stations will transmit on spec
ified military frequencies while amatuer
stations will transmit in the indicated
portions of the amateur bands. Contacts
will consist of a brief exchange of loca
tions and signal reports. No traffic hand
ling will be permitted.
A radioteletypewriter "RTTY" re
ceiving contest will be conducted for any
individual amateur or station possessing
the required equipment. The "RTTY"
TIME
16 May 1970
17/0335 GMT
16/23.35 EDST
16/2035 PDST

$1lfl'

'�

�.

�
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broadonst wUl consist of a special Armed
Forces

Day message from the Secretary

of Defense to all radioteletypewriter en
thusiasts.

SUBMISSION OF COMPETITION
ENTRIES
Transcriptions should be submitted
" as
received". No attempt should be

made lo correct po�Jslble transmiulon

errors.

1 !me, frequency and call sign of the
station copied as well as the name,
call sign (if any) and address of the
individual submitting the entry must be
indicated on the page containing the text.
Each year a large number of perfect
copies are received with insufficient in
formation, thereby precluding the issuance
of a certificate.
Completed entries should be submitted
to the Armed Forces Day Contest, ATTN:
AFOCCOM, Hoom 3E 099, James Forrestal
Building,
1000
Independence Avenue,
Washington, D .C . , 20330, and postmarked
no later than 31 MnJ 19'70.

S TRANSMITTING STATION
WAR - Army
NSS - Navy
NPG - Navy
AIR -.Air Force
A6USA
Army Radio
San Francisco
A5USA- Army Radio

-

FHEQUENCIE.S (KHZ)
3347. 6992.5, 14405
4012.5, 7380, 13940
4016.5, 7347.5, 13922.5,
3397.5, 7315, 13995
6997.5
4025

Fort Houston, Texas

***

28 Modifications -

Continuedfrom page 13
wires under the little metal arm to keep
them out of the way of the paper roll. Re
inst6J.ll the support bracket (the six-sided
rod), put the printer unit back on the key
board base, turn the motor by hand (CCW)
1-2 revolutions, rq)�acc the four bolts
holding it to the base, reconnect the cable
to the rear of the right ribbon spool and

you should be back to normal after re-tying
up the function pawls for keyboard lock
(slot 35) and motor-stop (28 or 29). You
will now have non-overline and have
learn'ed quite a bit about the stun'. box in
the pro2ess. No.v you will be anxious to

add auto CH- LF. and that will come soon.
Article 5 will give a basic discussion
of the stunt box components and how dif
ferent items can do some of the things we
have already mentioned,
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Ester XYL &
Denny WABBYY

Laura XYL &
'Len' YE5LG

...
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Grovie K9SLQ
& XYJ Susan

***
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